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TWO-DIMENSIONAL CFD MODEL FOR THE PREDICTION OF FLOW PATTERN, PRESSURE DROP AND HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT IN BUBBLE COLUMN REACTORS M. T. DHOTRE and J. B. JOSHI* Institute of Chemical Technology, University of Mumbai, Matunga, Mumbai, India



I



n this paper, a CFD model has been developed for the prediction of flow pattern and eddy diffusivity profiles in bubble columns. A low Reynolds number k–E model has been incorporated for the near-wall region. Simulations have been carried out for a wide range of superficial gas velocity (VG), column diameter (D), column height (HD) and the nature of the gas–liquid system. The model predictions have been compared with all the experimental data available in the literature. Complete energy balance has been established in all the cases. The validated CFD model has been extended for the prediction of pressure drop and heat transfer for two-phase gas–liquid flows in bubble columns. The predicted values of the two-phase friction multiplier and heat transfer coefficient were in good agreement with the experimental data. Keywords: bubble columns; CFD; fluid mechanics; low Reynolds number model; two-phase pressure drop; heat transfer coefficient.



INTRODUCTION



a powerful tool for solving the governing equations of change for laminar and turbulent flows for single as well as multiphase flows. A balanced combination of CFD and experiments gives fairly good knowledge of flow pattern in the equipment under consideration. The next step is the development of relationship between the flow pattern and the different design objectives. For instance, the transport phenomena near the wall depend crucially on recognizing and accounting for the role of the turbulent motions adjacent to the wall. Over the years, the near-wall turbulence has been the target of number of numerical and experimental investigations. The presence of a wall ensures the molecular viscosity influences directly the processes of production, destruction and transport of turbulence, which in turn affect the other transport processes such as wall heat and mass transfer. The success enjoyed by the recent turbulence closure models in the prediction of wall-bounded shear flows has depended, to a large extent, on the application of the so-called wall functions that relate the surface boundary condition to points in the fluid away from the boundaries and thereby avoid the problem of modeling the direct influence of viscosity. The universality of such functions breaks down, however, for the complex flows. Hence, near-wall turbulence models or low Reynolds models, which attempt to directly model the influence of molecular viscosity, have been developed. The low Reynolds number modeling approach incorporates either a wall damping effect or a direct effect of molecular viscosity, or both, on the empirical constants and functions in the turbulence transport equations. The near-wall modifications have been derived in an ad-hoc manner and are based



Bubble column reactors are widely used in the chemical and biochemical process industry. The principle advantage of bubble column is the absence of moving parts, leading to ease of construction and operation. Further, this equipment provides high values of interfacial areas and heat and mass transfer coefficients. In addition, the high values of liquid hold-up are favorable for slow liquid phase reactions. All these factors make bubble columns an attractive choice as reactors for processes needing temperature uniformity and=or high rates of mass transfer and=or high values of liquid phase residence time. Although simple in construction and operation, the procedures used for the design of this equipment have so far been largely empirical. This has resulted in excessive overdesigning, large operational expenses, long start-up times and difficult control strategies. The root cause of the present status of empiricism has been the complexity of the underlying fluid mechanics. In the majority of cases, the flow is turbulent and the rates of transfer processes cannot be predicted from first principles. During the past 30 years, there have been continuous and vigorous attempts in the direction of reducing empiricism. In particular, developments in computational fluid dynamics (CFD) have accelerated in the past two decades because of the spectacular progress in the digital computing. CFD has now emerged as *Correspondence to: Professor J. B. Joshi, Institute of Chemical Technology, University of Mumbai, Matunga, Mumbai-400 019, India. E-mail: [email protected]
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largely upon the comparison between the numerical predictions and experiments in terms of global parameters. Thakre and Joshi (2000) have analysed the efficacy of 12 different low Reynolds number k–E models for the case of a single-phase turbulent pipe-flow. For this purpose, they used four criteria: accurate prediction of radial variation of axial velocity, turbulent kinetic energy and eddy diffusivity. The fourth criterion was energy balance, i.e. the volume integral of E must be equal to the energy input rate (the pressure drop multiplied by the volumetric flow rate). Thakre and Joshi (2000) have shown that these stringent four criteria are satisfied by the Lai and So (1990) model. Further, they have extended the flow model for the prediction of heat transfer coefficient in single-phase pipe flows. On the basis of this experience, it was thought desirable to develop a low Reynolds number CFD model for heat transfer as well as pressure drop in bubble columns. As regards to the CFD simulation of flow pattern in bubble columns, about 35 papers have been published in the past 10 years. From these publications, the following observations can be made: (i) in most of these publications, models have been developed for the simulation of bulk flow pattern, however, in no case, the flow pattern near the wall has been analysed. For the purpose of a wall boundary condition, exclusively wall functions have been used; (ii) in all the versions of the published models, there are still outstanding problems such as description of interface forces, the interface energy transfer, the description of gas phase dispersion, etc.; (iii) very small range of superficial gas velocity and column diameter have been covered; and (iv) a complete correspondence between the real systems and the CFD predictions has not been established. The aim of the present work is to develop relationships between the flow pattern and the design objective, namely pressure drop and heat transfer. For this purpose, it was thought desirable to develop a model that gives accurate predictions of axial velocity and the eddy diffusivity, particularly near the wall. MATHEMATICAL MODEL Near wall turbulence models or low Reynolds number models, which attempt to describe the relative influence of molecular and turbulent viscosities have been developed for single-phase flows. Hrenya et al. (1995) and Thakre and Joshi (2001) have critically reviewed these models. All the models adopt a damping function fm to account for the direct effect of molecular viscosity on the wall shear stress. It may be noted that the wall functions used in connection with the standard k–E model ( fm ¼ 1) are usually applied in a region 30 < yþ < 200. Further, in the low Reynolds number k–E model, the function f2 is introduced primarily to incorporate the low Reynolds effect in the destruction term of E. The important criterion for the function f2 is that it should force the dissipation term in the E equation to vanish at the wall. The fact that all the formulae reach their asymptotic values of unity at Reynolds number RT smaller than 15 leads to the conclusion that their effect is limited to viscous sublayer and the variation in f2 does not exert a noticeable influence on the overall results. At high Reynolds number flows, remote from the wall, the function f1 asymptotes to the value of 1 in accordance with the high Reynolds number form of the model. Various formulations for functions fm, f1, f2



used in the low Reynolds number models have been summarized by Thakre and Joshi (2001). For the case of bubbly flow, equation of continuity and motion for axisymmetric two-dimensional cylindrical coordinate system can be represented in the following generalized form: 1@ @ (rErvF)K þ (EruF)K r @r @z     1@ @F @ @F rEG EG ¼ þ þ SF,K r @r @r K @z @z K



(1)



where F is transport variable (for instance, F is 1 for the equation of continuity or it is a velocity component for the respective equation of motion, and F ¼ k and E for the conservation equations for the turbulent kinetic energy and the turbulent energy dissipation rate, respectively). K denotes the phase [K ¼ G, L] and SF,K is the source term for the respective dependent variable. The values of F and SF,K for different transport variables have been given in Table 1. For near wall modeling the turbulent energy dissipation rate equation contains one extra term along with functions f1 and f2 which is as follows: 1@ @ (rEL rL vL e) þ (EL rL uL e) r @r @z     1@ @e @ @e rEL G EL G ¼ þ r @r @r @z @z e þ EL (Ce1 f1 G þ Ce1 PB  Ce2 f2 rL e) þ EEL k



(2)



where GK ¼ mK þ



mt,K sf



k2 mt ¼ Cm rL fm e "  #    2 Re R f1 ¼ 1 þ 1  0:6 exp  4 exp  T 10 64 "  # 2 2 R f2 ¼ 1  exp  T 9 64   fm ¼ 1  exp 0:215yþ "   #  pﬃﬃﬃ2 2 e d k R þ exp  T E ¼ 2nCe2 f2 k dr 64 (  "  pﬃﬃﬃ2 # 7 e d k C 2 e  2n  9 e2 k dr  2 ) 1 2nk e  2k y



(3) (4) (5) (6)



(7)



The Lai and So (1990) have recommended a value of 0.015 for the constant in the fm relation [equation (6)]. This value of constant was suggested for the case of singlephase pipe flow. For this purpose, Lai and So (1990) used extensive comparison with the experimental data of the single-phase flow. Therefore, it is obvious that the same constant is not applicable for a markedly different situation of two-phase flows. The level of turbulence in bubble columns is at much higher level and the boundary layer
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Table 1. Two-dimensional k–E model for bubble column: governing equations. Conservation of:



F



sF



sf



Mass



1



1



1 to 1



Axial velocity momentum



u



1.0



1 to 1



Radial velocity momentum



v



1.0



1 to 1



Turbulent kinetic energy



k



1.0



—



EL (G þ PB  rL e)



Turbulent dissipation energy



E



1.3



—



e EL [Ce1 f1 (G þ PB )  f2 Ce2 rL e] þ EEL k



mt,k ¼ 0:09fm rk (k 2 =e); PB ¼ CB (FDR VSr þ FDZ VS ); FVZ ¼ CV E G rL



D (u  uL ); Dt G
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Ek



FLR ¼ CL EG rL (uG  uL )  (H  uL )



E (r  rL )g(uG  uL )juG  uL j FDZ ¼  G G (uG  uL )2



E (r  rL )g(vG  vL )jvG  vL j D (v  vL ); FDR ¼  G G Dt G (vG  vL )2 "  ! 2   2 # 2 n o2 



@vL v @uL @vL @uL þ G ¼ mt,L 2 þ L þ þ @r r @z @z @r FVR ¼ CV E G rL



a



Force terms are positive for the gas phase and negative for the liquid phase.



thickness is much thinner. Therefore, another value of constant is required for the simulation in bubble column. In the present work, it was selected equal to 0.215 on a basis similar to the all low-Re models, i.e. on the basis of extensive comparison with the available experimental information on flow pattern in bubble columns. It must however, be, emphasized that the values of constant in fm (0.015) so selected by Lai and So (1990) and (0.215) in the present case are selected only once and do not depend upon the column diameter, superficial gas velocity and the physical properties of gas and liquid phases. Further, the following values have been selected for the other parameters: Cm ¼ 0.09, CE1 ¼ 1.35, CE2 ¼ 1.8 and sE ¼ 1.3. In addition, in two-phase flows, momentum and energy transfer occurs across the interface. Therefore, the drag force (FDZ and FDR), virtual mass force (FVZ and FVR), and lift force (FLR) appear in the axial and radial components of the momentum balance (Table 1). It can be seen from the table, most of these terms are derived from gas and liquid velocities. Furthermore, the interphase transfer of the energy (PB) appears in the equations for turbulent kinetic energy (k) and turbulent energy dissipation rate (E). The detailed formulation is given by Joshi (2001). Boundary Conditions uGﬃﬃ,ﬃ vG, vL, EG , k and E. (1) Along the axis: axisymmetry in uL, p (2) Along the wall, k ¼ 0; e ¼ 2n(d k =dr)2 , uL ¼ uG ¼ vL ¼ vG ¼ 0. (3) At the inlet: gradients of vG, vL, k and E are zero. (4) At the top surface of the computational domain, the gradient of vL, vG, uG, k and E are zero and uL ¼ 0.



For initiating the numerical solution, EG and uG are specified at the inlet. At all the other locations uL, uG, vG, vL and EG are taken to be zero. For k and E, the initial guess values were found to be important. INTERPHASE FORCE TERM The interfacial forces arise due to the momentum transfer across the interface. If the slip velocity is constant, the force is called as drag force. For a single bubble rising in an infinite liquid, the drag force is given by: p 1 CD d2B rL (uG  uL )juG  uL j ¼ vB (rG  rL )g ¼ fDZ 4 2 (8) The modulus quantity is the slip velocity. The drag force per unit volume of dispersion (FDZ ) consisting of N bubbles can be estimated using equation (8). On the basis of the lefthand side of fDZ formulation, FDZ works out to be: FDZ ¼ NfDZ ¼ EG rL



3CD (u  uL )juG  uL j 4dB G



(9)



While using equation (9) in practice, the knowledge of dB and slip velocity is needed. The most severe outstanding problem in the design of bubble columns is to predict bubble size and rise velocity for an unknown system. From the published literature, it is clear that, under otherwise similar conditions of the sparger design, D and HD , very wide differences are exhibited by different gas–liquid systems. For instance, at superficial gas velocity of 40 mm s1, the average gas hold-up has been reported in range of 5–40% (Deckwer and Schumpe, 1993; Field and Davidson, 1980).
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These differences cannot be explained only on the basis of measurable physical properties and the presence of surfaceactive agents (which cannot be characterized and quantified in the majority of systems) has a dominant role in determining the hold-up structure. The drag force for a single bubble depends on the shape and size of the bubble, nature of the interface and flow around the bubble. The estimation of drag force for a bubble swarm is further complicated by the presence of other surrounding bubbles. Further, the value of CD is likely to be different for a bubble and a bubble swarm. This is because the shape and size of a bubble in a bubble swarm is very different from that of an isolated bubble. In addition, the flow structure surrounding a bubble is modified when it becomes part of a swarm. These particular features have been the most difficult part of the contemporary CFD simulations. The situation will certainly improve when we become capable of incorporating DNS for the all the bubbles. For such a capability, we need to wait for concomitant increase in computational power. Under the conditions of the present status of knowledge, it will be risky to select a certain formulation for drag coefficient for an unknown gas–liquid system. From the foregoing discussion, it is clear that the use of equation (9) is difficult. Alternatively, fDZ and FDZ can be estimated on the basis of right hand side of equation (8) as: FDZ ¼ EG (rG  rL )g



(10)



In a bubble column, the description of drag force should consider the following important real features: (a) the value of slip velocity (VS) is not constant throughout the column and varies in radial and axial directions. The local value of slip velocity (uG  uL ) is obtained from the CFD solution and the average VS can be estimated from the local values. (b) As said earlier, it may be emphasized again that the values of VS (local and hence average) strongly depend upon the nature of the gas–liquid system. Of the above two features, the variation of VS can be included in the FDZ formulation by linearization of equation (10) and is given below. The considerations of the feature (b) will be discussed later. FDZ ¼ 



EG (rG  rL )g(uG  uL ) (uG  uL )



(11)



For a typical value of average slip velocity of 0.2 m s1, rL ¼ 1000 kg m3, rL  rG, g ¼ 9.81 m s1, we get: FDZ ¼ CD EG (uG  uL )



(12)



where CD ¼ 



(rG  rL )g (r  rL )g ¼ G ¼ 4:9  104 (uG  uL ) VS



selection of slip velocity according to the nature of the gas–liquid system will be discussed later. If the relative motion is unsteady, a virtual mass force prevails which is additive to the drag force. When the liquid phase flow pattern is non-uniform in the radial direction the rising bubble experiences a radial (or lateral) lift force. The formulation of these forces has been discussed in detail by Joshi (2001). In the present work, all the three forces i.e. drag, lift and virtual mass force have been incorporated. Table 1 shows the formulation of these three forces. ENERGY BALANCE Consider a single bubble (of volume vB) rising in a pool of liquid. The bubble at any location has pressure energy and potential energy. The pressure energy of the bubble at the bottom is (vB rL gHD ). The potential energy of the bubble at the top is (vB rG gHD ). Therefore, the net energy associated with a bubble at any height h is (vB (rL  rG )gh). As the bubble rises, the pressure energy decreases and the potential energy increases. Thus, during rise, the energy associated with the bubble decreases and the same amount is dissipated in friction at the gas–liquid interface between the bubble and the liquid. The rate of change of energy is given by the following equation: dh ¼ vB (rL  rG )gVB1 (14) dt where VB1 is the terminal rise velocity. When the bubble rise is in a creeping flow regime, the energy released during rise is dissipated in a viscous manner. In other words, the gas phase energy gets directly converted into internal energy. When the bubble rise is in the turbulent flow regime (Re > 500), the energy released during rise is first of all converted to turbulence in the liquid phase and finally into internal energy at the Kolmogorov scale. Therefore, the fraction of gas phase energy dissipated by viscous mode and that used for generating the liquid phase turbulence depend upon the bubble Reynolds number. There are several more aspect of the energy balance which need to be considered. vB (rL  rG )g



(1) The above-mentioned energy balance was established for stationary liquid phase. Accordingly, it was assumed in the equation (14) that dh=dt ¼ VB1. When the liquid phase is also in motion, the balance needs modification. If a bubble rises in an upward liquid flow (average velocity uL), the rate of reduction of bubble energy is given by: vB (rL  rG )g



(13) It may be pointed out that CD is not the conventional dimensionless drag coefficient. In this case, it has units of kg m3 s1 or N s m4. The value of CD ¼ 4.9  104 has been estimated by Schwarz and Turner (1988) and subsequently used by Torvik and Svendsen (1990), Sokolichin and Eigenberger (1994), Sokolichin et al. (1997). It may be noted that the constant is valid for a fixed value of the slip velocity of 0.2 m s1. As emphasized earlier, VS is a function of the gas–liquid system and the use of any constant value, such as 0.2 m s1, is absurd. The methodology for the



dh ¼ vB (rL  rG )g(VB1 þ uL ) dt



(15)



However, if a bubble moves in a downward liquid flow (uL) equation (15) takes the following form: vB (rL  rG )g



dh ¼ vB (rL  rG )g(VB1  uL ) dt



(16)



It may be noted that (VB1  uL ) may be positive or negative. (2) In all the above cases of equations (14)–(16), the frictional energy dissipation rate is always [vB (rL  rG )gVB1 ] since the friction is characterized by slip velocity (VB1 )
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TWO-DIMENSIONAL CFD MODEL and not the real velocity of bubble (VB1  uL ). As a result of this, in the case of upward motion, the rate of decrease of bubble energy is greater than dissipation and the balance energy [vB (rL  rG )guL ] is given to the liquid phase. In contrast, in the case of downward liquid flow, the energy [vB (rL  rG )guL ] is transferred from liquid phase to gas bubble. (3) In all the above cases, the motion of a single bubble was considered. In a bubble swarm, the actual slip velocity (VS) is different from the terminal rise velocity (VB1 ). Therefore, VB1 needs to be replaced by VS when these equations are to be used for bubble columns. (4) In bubble columns, uL is positive in the central region and the energy is given by the gas phase to the liquid phase. In contrast, when the bubble moves downward in the near-wall region, energy is transferred from the liquid phase to the gas phase. However, because of the gas hold-up profile, more bubbles are present in the upflow region as compared with those in the down flow region and there is a net supply of energy from the gas phase to the liquid phase. The extra energy is used for maintaining the liquid circulation. (5) The total gas phase energy entering into the column depends upon the static pressure at the bottom and the total potential energy associated with the gas phase (leaving the column) depends upon the height of dispersion. These values can be estimated using a procedure described at the beginning of this section. Thus, the energy input and output rates are given by   p Ei ¼ D2 VG HD E L rL  E G rG g (17A) 4 p Eo ¼ D2 VG HD rG g (17B) 4 Therefore, the net energy input rate is given by: p EI ¼ D2 VG HD E L (rL  rG )g 4



(18)



(6) Whether the bubble is in the upward or downward liquid motion, the energy dissipation rate is given by: eD ¼ vB (rL  rG )gVS



(19)



The energy dissipation rate for all the bubbles in the column is: p ED ¼ NeD ¼ D2 HD E G (rL  rG )gEL VS (20) 4 It may be noted, however, that the turbulence generated by bubbles has a scale corresponding to bubbles, whereas the turbulence generated in the bulk liquid circulation has a scale corresponding to the column dimensions. This gives rise to a very important question regarding the quantitative role of the bubble-generated turbulence in transport phenomena. Perhaps the largescale eddies generated by bubble motion enter into bulk liquid motion. However, small eddies are dissipated right in the vicinity of the interface. This problem has been addressed by Theofanous and Sullivan (1982). They have assumed that a fraction of the
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bubble-generated turbulent kinetic energy is used in the liquid phase transport and this fraction forms a source term for the liquid phase k (turbulent kinetic energy per unit mass) equation: p (21A) EB ¼ CB D2 HD E G (rL  rG )gEL VS 4 Thus, the energy dissipated in the vicinity of the gas phase is given by: p (1  CB ) D2 HD E G (rL  rG )gEL VS (21B) 4 It may be noted at this stage that, if the bubble motion is in the creeping flow, the energy is dissipated in viscous manner and there is no question of any fraction of ED [equation (20)] being a part of liquid phase k equation. When the bubble motion is in transition or turbulent regime, ED has two components: viscous and turbulent. Out of the turbulent component, small scale eddies are dissipated in the vicinity of bubble interface. This portion plus the viscous dissipation forms the fraction (1 7 CB). It may be emphasized that the fraction (1 7 CB) is not available for dissipation in the bulk liquid. Thus, when the bubble generated turbulence does not take part in the momentum transfer of the liquid phase CB ¼ 0. In contrast, when CB ¼ 1, the entire frictional energy (at the gas–liquid interface) is first converted to turbulent energy and this bubblegenerated turbulence completely participates in the liquid phase momentum transfer. It is obvious that CB equal to zero or one are the extreme cases. (7) From the foregoing discussion, it is clear that the energy (EI 7 ED) is used for generating the liquid phase mean motion. This energy is also converted into turbulent kinetic energy and finally dissipated. To this liquid phase k, as discussed earlier a fraction of ED also gets added and finally dissipated. Thus, we can write two equations: one for the energy used for generating the liquid phase mean motion (EI 7 ED) and the second for the total turbulent energy dissipation rate in the liquid phase (ET): 



p EI  ED ¼ D2 HD E L (rL  rG )g VG  E G VS (22A) 4 ET ¼ EI  ED þ CB ED   



p ¼ D2 HD E L rL  rG g VG  ð1  CB ÞEG VS 4 (22B) It may be pointed out that CB appears in k and E transport equation. The physical significance of CB is the fraction of gas phase energy, which is transferred to the liquid phase turbulent kinetic energy. Only this fraction appears in the Eequation (Table 1). This means that the predicted values of E are on the basis of the total energy provided to the liquid phase (ET), which is eventually dissipated. The other fraction (1 7 CB) is dissipated in the close vicinity of the gas– liquid interface and does not take part in the liquid phase transport phenomena. In the present work, the overall energy balance has been established for the liquid phase where
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energy input rate as well as energy dissipation rate have both been calculated on the basis of the energy released to the liquid phase (ET). As mentioned earlier, the remaining fraction is not accumulated but dissipated in a small region in the vicinity of bubbles. It may be noted that equation (22B) refers to mechanical energy supplied by gas phase. This energy is used for generating flow pattern in liquid phase and finally dissipated in the liquid phase. This energy has no relation with the thermal energy balance equation (36). It must be emphasized at this stage that, whatever may be the value of CB, the energy balance must be satisfied. When the k–E model is used for the prediction of flow pattern, we get radial and axial variation of E (energy dissipation rate per unit mass) as one of the answers. From this E field, the total energy dissipation rate can be calculated by suitable volume integration. The total energy dissipation rate must equal the energy input rate given by equation (22B). QUANTITATIVE REPRESENTATION OF A BUBBLE COLUMN Correspondence Between Real Systems and Predicted Flow Patterns The flow pattern in bubble columns mainly depend upon superficial gas velocity, column diameter and the sparger design, and liquid and gas phase physical properties. The task seems to be formidable principally because of the unavailability of any reliable procedure of the estimation of dB and VS. Therefore, we have proposed to make use of small amount of experimental information. We suggest that, for the gas–liquid system under consideration, average gas hold-up data be collected in small diameter column (>150 mm) over superficial gas velocity range of interest and estimate values of C0 and C1 [the drift-flux constants of Zuber and Findlay (1969)]. We emphasize that we do not recommend any correlations for drift-flux constants (in fact, it is impossible to recommend any correlation with the present status of knowledge) and, as said earlier, make measurements of C0 and C1 for the system under consideration. The drift-flux model of Zuber and Findlay (1969) is given by the following equation:   VG ¼ C0 VG þ VL þ C1 E G



(23)



small diameter column (150 mm) enable the estimation of C0 and C1. The above drift-flux model of Zuber and Findlay (1969) does not consider liquid flow pattern within the column. As a result, for practically all the systems, the value of C0 estimated by equation (24) is always much lower than that obtained from a plot of VG =EG vs (VG þ VL ) according to equation (23). Therefore, Ranade and Joshi (1987) and Joshi et al. (1990) modified the drift-flux model by including the radial profile of liquid velocity. The definition of C1 remains the same as equation (25). The parameter C0 was modified to: C0 ¼



hEG (EG uG þ VL )i hEG EL uL i þ hEG ihVG þ VL i hEG ihVG þ VL i



(26)



It is important that equation (26) holds for an extreme case of homogeneous regime having C0 ¼ 1. It may be noted that, for a flat hold-up profile in the homogeneous regime, liquid circulation is absent, uL is zero everywhere and hence the second term in the above equation is zero. Further, for flat EG , EL profiles (constant values) the first term tends to one. Thus, under homogeneous condition of uniform holdup in the column C0 attains a value of 1. PRESSURE DROP PREDICTION The pressure drop in bubble columns is mainly due to hydrostatic head and the wall shear. The pressure drop due to the wall shear is termed ‘frictional pressure loss’ or ‘reduced pressure drop’. However, in modified bubble columns, e.g. external loop air-lift reactor or bubble column with a draft tube, the wall shear forms a major resistive force for liquid circulation. Further, the knowledge of pressure drop is indirectly very important as it gives an estimate of the heat and mass transfer coefficients. It also indicates the pattern of energy dissipation and forms the basis of assessment of the performance of different equipment. In bubble columns, the liquid phase hydrodynamics and the frictional pressure loss are closely related to the hold-up structure. The success in the prediction of twophase pressure drop depends on the correct estimation of wall shear stress. Thus, a hydrodynamic model that correctly predicts the liquid phase flow profiles (particularly in the near wall region) and the hold-up structure is expected to predict correctly the two-phase pressure drop.



where Mathematical Model



C0 ¼



hEG (EG uG þ VL )i hEG ihVG þ VL i



(24)



C1 ¼



hEG EL VS i hEG i



(25)



and



The parameters C0 and C1 are the drift-flux constants. C0 represents the hold-up profile and C1 the bubble rise velocity. The most fortunate characteristic feature of bubble column is that the values of C0 and C1 are practically independent of the column diameter (of course when D > 150 mm and the sparger region is exceeded). Therefore, for a given gas–liquid system, a few measurements of E G with respect to VG and VL (over the range of interest) in a



Traditionally, two-phase pressure drop has been predicted by estimating the pressure drop in single-phase pipe flow and the estimation of a ‘two-phase friction multiplier’, f2L . For single-phase pipe flow, the pressure drop is given by: (DPw )SP 2fSP VL2 rL ¼ L D



(27A)



where fSP ¼ 0:046Re0:2



(27B)



In the presence of bubbles, the pressure drop increases due to two reasons: (a) the interstitial velocity is higher than the superficial velocity and therefore the pressure drop in the presence of bubbles is high; and (b) it is known that the
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TWO-DIMENSIONAL CFD MODEL effect of presence of bubbles on the level of turbulence is dependent on the bubble size. Below a critical bubble size turbulence is dampened, whereas above the critical size, the bubble acts as a turbulence generator. The bubble size range covered (>3 mm) in this work falls under the second category. The additional turbulence increases the friction factor. The overall pressure drop is the combined effect of the increased friction factor and the velocity and is given by the following equation:       (28) DPw TP ¼ DPw SP þ DPw AT where 



DPw







¼ SP



2fSP VL2 rL L DE2L



(29)



The additional pressure drop (DPw )AT due to increased friction factor ( f 0 ) can be written by the following equation: 2



2f 0 V A rL L (30) D The increased friction factor ( f 0 ) can be written in analogy with the single-phase friction factor as:  0 1=2 Uy0 f ¼ (31) 2 VL =EL (DPw )AT ¼



The two-phase friction multiplier is given by: f2L ¼



(DPw )SP þ (DPw )AT (DPw )TP ¼ (DPw )SP (DPw )SP



(32)



Substituting equations (29) and (30) in equation (32) gives  2 1 f 0 VL =EL (33) f2L ¼ 2 þ VL E L fSP It may be noted that when the dispersed phase is absent no additional turbulence is generated and f 0 in equation (31) becomes zero. As a result, the second term in equation (33) also becomes zero. Further, for single-phase flow, EL tends to 1 and hence f2L tends to 1. Substituting equation (31) in equation (33) we get  2 1 2 Uy0 (34) f2L ¼ 2 þ E L fSP VL where U  ¼ Uy0 ¼



rﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ tW rL



(35)



HEAT TRANSFER PREDICTION In many multiphase reactors, the chemical reaction is accompanied by the heat transfer, where heat is either supplied or removed depending upon the endothermic or the exothermic nature of the reaction. For this purpose, suitable heat transfer elements such as coils, vertical or horizontal tube bundles or the wall of the reactors are used. There has been a large number of publications on experimental measurement of heat transfer coefficients. A wide range of gas velocity, column diameter, together with different gas–liquid and gas–liquid–solid systems has been studied in the published literature. A summary of these studies has
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been given in Table 2. A summary of the previous experimental and the modeling work has been given below. Previous Work Kast (1962) suggested that the ‘usual’ concept of heat transfer through the surface boundary layer does not apply to the bubble-agitated system. He analysed the fluid motion around the bubble rising in the liquid. The fluid in front of the bubble is compressed against the heat transfer surface and, as the bubble moves upward, the liquid is pushed to the lower end of the bubble and away from the heat transfer surface. This radial liquid movement weakens and breaks up the boundary layer at the wall surface resulting in enhanced heat transport as compared with the single-phase pipe flow. Deckwer (1980) reviewed empirical correlations proposed by many investigators (Kolbel et al., 1958; Kast, 1962; Burkel, 1974; Hart, 1976; and Steiff and Weinspach, 1978). It was observed that the correlations proposed by these investigators almost completely corresponded to the correlation originally proposed by Kast (1962). He applied the Higbie’s surface renewal theory for heat transfer. It was assumed that all the heat transfer occurs because of the eddy motion in the dissipative range and no other eddies participate in the process of heat transfer, and on this basis he proposed model based on Higbie’s surface renewal model and Kolmogoroff’s theory of isotropic turbulence. Joshi et al. (1980) have used an analogy between bubble columns and flow through circular pipes to predict the heat transfer coefficient in bubble columns. The liquid circulation has been used in place of the fluid velocity. Zehner (1986) used the expression for heat transfer over the plate in a model based on a boundary layer concept. Ruckenstein and Smigelschi’s model, which is based on the concept of liquid circulation, and Konsetov’s model, which is based on energy balance in a reactor, both use an adjustable parameter. Joshi and Sharma (1978) have shown that 10–90% of the input energy is dissipated at the gas–liquid interface and the rest in the liquid motion. Lewis et al. (1982) have proposed a mechanistic model based on the assumption of: (i) steady-state conduction through the liquid layer adjacent to liquid surface to the heater; and (ii) unsteady-state conduction from the liquid layer to ‘packets’ of liquid in the two-phase mixture. The average heat transfer coefficient was approximated by considering the ‘packet’ heat transfer resistance in series with the ‘film’ heat transfer resistance. Chen (1987) modified the model of Ruckenstein and Smigelschi (1965) by applying the Nicklin et al. (1962) correlation for the estimation of gas hold-up. The proportionality constant C of the Ruckenstein and Smigelschi (1965) model was found to vary with heater dimension. With this modification, Chen (1987) successfully correlated the experimental data of Lewis et al. (1982) with one parameter (C ) as against the two parameters of Lewis et al. (1982). However, for the selection of the parameter (C), a clear procedure has not been suggested. Verma (1989) modified the Deckwer (1980) model to include the thermal boundary layer concept of Zehner (1986). Further, Verma (1989) assumed that the fraction of volume occupied by the liquid phase is proportional to 1 7 EG, and the heat transfer occurs only through this area, which is the same assumption used by Zehner (1986). Yang et al. (2000) have studied the effect of pressure and temperature on heat transfer charac-
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Air–water



Air–water



Air–water



Air–water



Air–water



Air–water Air–ethylene glycol



Air–water Air–silicone oil



Air–water Air–1-butanol Air–aqueous solution of sucrose and methanol



Air–water Nitrogen–cumene Nitrogen–glycol



Air–water



Compressed nitrogen–paratherm NF heat transfer fluid



Kast (1962)



Muller (1962)



Ruckenstein and Smigelschi (1965)



Burkel (1974)



Hart (1976)



Steiff and Weinspach (1978)



Hikita et al. (1981)



Lewis et al. (1982)



Verma (1989)



Yang et al. (2000)



Gas–liquid system



Fair et al. (1962)



Researcher



0.1016=1.37



0.108=1.7



0.292



0.1, 0.19=1.62, 2.40



0.19, 0.45, 0.7=2.1



0.099



0.19



—



0.09, 0.19, 0.29=1.2



0.288



0.457, 1.07



Column diameter=height (m)



0.01–0.25



0.1–0.4



0.02–0.165



0.053–0.34



0.004–0.2



0.003–0.2



0.01–0.5



0.01–0.2



0.004–0.12



0.025–0.06



0.006–0.045



Range of VG (m s1)



Perforated plate with 120 square-pitched holes of 1.5 mm



Single nozzle For 0.1 m diameter nozzles—0.9 and 1.3 cm For 0.19 m diameter nozzles—1.31, 2.06, 3.62 cm Type A; 129 holes of 1 mm diameter Type B; 196 holes of 1.9 mm Perforated plate: 91 holes of 0.81 mm



—



/4 inch o.d. copper tube



1



28 capillary tubes fixed in the plate and distributed uniformly in four rows —



Sieve plate, sintered nozzle, hole-type nozzle Porous plate



Sparge ring



Sparger



Correlation







gEG n



1=3  n 1=3 a



St ¼ 0:2(Re Fr Pr)0:25



 0:5  3 0:851 hw C m VG rL ¼ 0:121(1  E G ) P L rL CP VG kL mL g



 1=2 #1 d pLc þ h¼ kL 4kL CP rL VC



"



 2=3  0:851  4 0:308 hw CP mL V m mL g ¼ 0:411 G L srL rL CP VG kL s



St ¼ 0:113(Re Fr Pr2 )0:26



 0:6  3 0:25 hw CP mL V r ¼ 0:125 G L rL CP VG kL mL g



St ¼ 0:11(Re Fr Pr2:48 )0:23



hW ¼ 0:28kL



Turbulent {Nu ¼ 143[Re0.11Pr0.078We0.091(D=L)0.1(D=HD)0.73]}



Laminar {Nu ¼ 750[Re0.292Pr0.078We0.091(D=L)0.1(D=HD)0.73]}



St ¼ 0:1(Re Fr Pr2 )0:22



hw ¼ 8850VG0.22



Table 2. Heat transfer coefficient in bubble columns: summary of previous experimental work.
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TWO-DIMENSIONAL CFD MODEL teristics in bubble columns and slurry bubble columns. The effects of pressure and temperature on heat transfer were included through their effects on the gas hold-up. The following observations were made by the analysis of the experimental data and the correlations given in the previous literature: (1) For the same superficial gas velocity, the different values of heat transfer coefficient were observed. This may be due to the different gas hold-ups in the respective studies. It may be pointed out that, at the same VG the value of EG depends upon the nature of gas–liquid system and the operating pressure and temperature. EG further depends upon the sparger design and column height. EG also depends upon the regime of operation (homogeneous or heterogeneous) which in turn depends upon VG, D, sparger design, column diameter, pressure, temperature, etc. (2) The heat transfer coefficient shows strong dependence on VG for low superficial gas velocities (VG < 0.1 m s1), and weaker dependence at higher superficial gas velocities. (3) Heat transfer was found to be independent of sparger design. (4) For column diameter greater than 0.19 m, the heat transfer coefficient becomes independent of the column diameter. (5) Heat transfer was found to be dependent on the nature of the gas–liquid system. An increase in the liquid viscosity results in a reduction of heat transfer coefficient. Thus, it can be seen that the major effort has been on correlating the heat transfer data by means of empirical or semi-empirical correlations. Thus, it was thought desirable to propose a model, which will be applicable for all ranges of VG, diameter and gas–liquid system.



CFD Model For Heat Transfer Lin and Wang (2001) have observed that the flow and heat transfer is profoundly dominated by the macroscopic hydrodynamics structure. In this work, we have concentrated on the heat transfer from wall to the bed. Hence, the velocity profiles and eddy diffusivity obtained by the low Reynolds number k–E model is expected to predict the heat transfer
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coefficient. The following thermal energy equation defines the heat transfer problem. 1@ @ (rEL rL vL T ) þ (EL rL uL T ) r @r     @z 1@ n n @T rEL þ T ¼ r @r Pr Prt @r     @ n n @T EL þ T þ @z Pr Prt @z



(36)



The boundary conditions used are: (i) at the center axis of the flow gradient of the temperature is equal to zero; (ii) at the wall constant heat flux takes place; and (iii) at the top and bottom the temperatures gradients are kept equal to zero.



METHOD OF SOLUTION The solution procedure consisted of two steps: the first step was to solve the momentum equations for the gas, and liquid phases, turbulent kinetic energy (k) and turbulent energy dissipation rate (E) for getting the complete flow pattern in terms of distribution of gas and liquid velocities, eddy diffusivity and gas hold-up. This flow information was used to determine the pressure drop and heat transfer coefficient. The set of steady state governing equations given in Table 1 were solved numerically by the finite control volume technique of Patankar (1980). Using a staggered grid arrangement proposed by the Patankar and Spalding (1972). It consisted of 30 (0 < r=R < 0.95)–60 (0.95 < r=R < 1) grids in a radial direction and 120 in an axial direction. This non-uniform grid ensured the fine grid size in the near wall-region where the gradients are very steep, and at the same time reducing the computational load. The velocity components were calculated for the points that lie on the faces of the control volume, while all other variables were calculated at the center of the control volume. The power law scheme was used for the discretization of the governing equations. A simple algorithm was used to solve the pressure velocity coupling term and for this purpose, an in-house CFD code was developed. The following stepwise procedure was used for getting the flow pattern:



Table 3. Parametric sensitivity of C0 and C1. Energy balancea



Material balance VG (m s1) 0.1



0.2



C0 2.65 (2.8) 2.35 (2.4) 2.1 (2.0) 1.5 (1.6) 2.70 (2.8) 2.30 (2.4) 1.98 (2.0) 1.60 (1.6)



C1 (m s1) 0.49 0.41 0.32 0.28 0.50 0.39 0.30 0.24



(0.5) (0.4) (0.3) (0.25) (0.5) (0.4) (0.3) (0.25)



E G



VS



CL



sf



CB



LHS



RHS



0.13 (0.128) 0.16 (0.155) 0.2 (0.2) 0.23 (0.244) 0.19 (0.189) 0.23 (0.227) 0.28 (0.286) 0.357 (0.351)



0.56 0.51 0.42 0.37 0.62 0.50 0.42 0.38



0.45 0.41 0.38 0.35 0.50 0.44 0.40 0.38



10.2 9.8 5.8 4.2 9.5 8.4 5.3 2.5



0.50 0.47 0.44 0.41 0.45 0.40 0.35 0.33



0.60 0.57 0.55 0.56 1.22 1.12 1.02 1.01



0.58 0.55 0.50 0.48 1.32 1.29 1.21 1.08



a



The bracketed numbers indicate the experimental values; LHS is volume integral of energy dissipation rate (E) obtained from CFD and RHS is equation (22B).
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Height measurement 3.5 20–80 Air–water



0.475 10–140



3.49 20–80



Air–deionized water Air–water



Hole diameter 0.2 mm Perforated pipes: 6 mm, 8 nos. Hole diameter 1 mm, 78 nos. Hole diameter 0.2 mm 0.290



0.254



0.290



Yao et al. (1991)



Yu and Kim (1991)



Grienberger and Hofmann (1992)



4.50



3.45 0.6



2.5



— 0.45



Nottenkamper et al. (1983) Menzel et al. (1990)



4.50



Air–water



12–96



4.86



Electroconductivity microprobe Electroconductivity microprobe Two channel optical fiber probe



Fly-wheel anemometer Hot film anemometry Hot film anemometry Two Pt–Rh electrodes, two U-shaped optical fibers and a tracer injection Five-point conductivity probe Optical probe — 53–1452 Air–water



Pavlov tube Electroconductivity needle probe 4.34 19–169 Air–water 1.37 0.138



Seive plate: hole diameter 0.4 mm, 61 nos. Seive plate hole diameter 1 mm —



Holdup



Hills (1974)



The value of VS was selected in such a way that the value of C1 obtained from CFD flow pattern and equation (25) agrees with the value of C1 for the system under consideration. The values of C1 and VS are given in Tables 3, 5 and 7. The values of VS were found to be higher than the typical terminal rise velocities and found to increase with an increase in superficial gas velocity. In the heterogeneous regime of bubble columns, up-flow occurs in the central region and down-flow near the wall. Therefore, reduced pressure gradients prevail in the addition to static pressure gradients. The reduced pressure gradient exerts form drag force on the bubble and is upward in the central region. The usual drag force is downward. Therefore, for a given slip velocity (VS) the net drag force gets reduced in the field of reduced pressure gradient. In other words, the slip velocity gets enhanced in the central up-flow region. In the annular downflow region, the form drag is also downwards, and hence the slip velocity gets reduced. Since the number of bubbles in the central region are far more than the annular region, the net effect of reduced pressures is in the enhancement of slip velocity value. Further, all the reasons which increases the liquid circulation also correspondingly increases the slip velocity. Thus an increase in VG and=or C0 increases VS as compared with the characteristic VB1. Similar observations have been made by Harper (1970) and Ishii and Zuber (1979). (2) Parameter C0—the value of C0 represents the steepness of the hold-up profile, which in turn depends upon the radial movement of bubbles. The bubbles move radially because of radial lift force, turbulent dispersion and radial slip. Therefore, the values of EG and C0 depend upon the combined effect of the radial force and the turbulent dispersion. Therefore, an iterative procedure was implemented by the repeated use of the following two steps: (i) the value of CL was adjusted in such way that the simulated value of the EG was equal to the experimental value; and (ii) in keeping CL from step (i) constant, the value of sf was varied in such way that the simulated value of C0 was equal to the desired value of C0. Finally, the desired values of EG and C0 were obtained at a particular combination of sf and CL. (3) Average gas hold-up (EG )—as mentioned in step (2), the average value of EG of the CFD simulation must agree with EG of the real gas–liquid system.



Sparger



(38)



Researchers



Measurement techniques employed



(rG  rL )g VS



Table 4. Comparison of radial gas hold-up and mean axial liquid velocity profiles: experimental data of previous work.



CD ¼



Measurement location HD=D



where



Superficial gas velocity (mm s1)



(37)



Gas–liquid system



FDZ ¼ EG (rL  rG )g ¼ CD EG (uG  uL )



Column height (m)



(1) Parameter C1—the value of C1 in the drift-flux model corresponds to VS. The total drag force can be derived as follows:



Liquid velocity
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Column diameter (m)
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TWO-DIMENSIONAL CFD MODEL (4) The total energy received by the liquid phase was given by equation (22B). From the CFD simulations, we get the field of turbulent energy dissipation rate (E) in the column. From this field, the total energy dissipation rate can be estimated by volume integration. The total energy dissipation rate must be equal to the energy received by the liquid phase [equation (22)]. Therefore, the value of CB was adjusted in such a way that the complete energy balance is established. Thus, once the flow pattern in the bubble column is obtained by the above iterative procedure, the results of velocity profiles and eddy diffusivity were further used for the estimation of the pressure drop and heat transfer coefficient.



RESULTS AND DISCUSSION Parametric Sensitivity of C0 and C1 and CFD Parameters sf, CB and CL Before we discuss, these results, we briefly explain the physical significance of sf, CL and the parameter CB was explained in the section of energy balance. sf : nT =sf is the dispersion coefficient for the gas phase. The origin of dispersion is in the turbulent motion. Basically, the liquid eddies drag the bubbles with them. However, the entire liquid-phase eddy motion is not effective for dispersing the gas phase. Firstly, only large eddies (larger than bubbles) can entrap bubbles. Secondly, bubbles escape from eddies due to slip and the entrapped bubbles do not religiously follow the entire eddy motion. For these two
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reasons, the gas-phase dispersion coefficient is lower than the liquid phase eddy diffusivity and is taken as being equal to nT =sf where sf is dispersion number. The nT=sf represents the dispersion coefficient and it is responsible for the homogenization of the hold-up profile. sf ¼ 1 means diffusivity equals the dispersion coefficient. In contrast, when sf ¼ 1 , the gas phase dispersion is zero. As mentioned earlier, an increase in C0 and C1 is associated with an increase in VS. Obviously, faster rising bubbles escape out of liquid phase eddy motion and result into reduction in dispersion coefficient (nT =sf ) or an increase in sf. CB: this is a fraction of the bubble generated turbulent kinetic energy getting transferred to the liquid phase [equation (22B)]. With an increase in VS (which also means increase in dB, C0 and C1), relatively larger eddies are produced which may become closer to the eddy size distribution of bulk motion. In other words, with an increase in dB (or VS), increasing number of eddies participate in the liquid phase transport or which means an increase in CB. CL: in a bubble column, bubbles experience radial lift force (Tomiyama et al., 2002; Jakobsen et al., 1997; Lopez de Bertodano et al., 1990) because of radial gradient of shear and pressure. The lift force is formulated as follows:   FLR ¼ CL EG rL uG  uL  ðH  uL Þ where CL is the lift coefficient. As explained earlier, with an increase in C0 the liquid circulation becomes more intense and the shear and pressure gradients become steeper. As a result, the value of CL increases with an increase in C0 (or C1). The qualitative results are given in Table 3.



Table 5. Comparison between CFD predictions and the experimental observations. Material balance Author Hills (1974)



Nottenkamper et al. (1983) Menzel et al. (1990)



Yao et al. (1991)



Yu and Kim (1991)



Grienberger and Hofmann (1992)



Energy balancea



VG (m s1)



E G



VS



CB



C0



C1 (m s1)



LHS



RHS



0.019 (0.019) 0.038 (0.038) 0.064 (0.064) 0.093 (0.095) 0.167 (0.169) 0.053 (0.053) 0.106 (0.105) 0.324 (0.324) 0.012 (0.012) 0.023 (0.024) 0.050 (0.048) 0.095 (0.096) 0.02 (0.02) 0.041 (0.04) 0.068 (0.06) 0.085 (0.08) 0.01 (0.01) 0.022 (0.02) 0.040 (0.04) 0.058 (0.06) 0.097 (0.1) 0.135 (0.14) 0.024 (0.02) 0.07 (0.08)



0.0669 (0.067) 0.107 (0.107) 0.162 (0.16) 0.194 (0.194) 0.212 (0.212) 0.115 (0.120) 0.1634 (0.168) 0.271 (0.271) 0.029 (0.029) 0.048 (0.048) 0.101 (0.103) 0.129 (0.128) 0.0578 (0.057) 0.1063 (0.106) 0.1525 (0.153) 0.181 (0.180) 0.0234 (0.025) 0.0337 (0.034) 0.048 (0.048) 0.067 (0.060) 0.085 (0.084) 0.136 (0.130) 0.0543 (0.054) 0.152 (0.15)



0.27 0.29 0.32 0.34 0.36 0.45 0.48 0.54 0.41 0.42 0.44 0.45 0.26 0.27 0.29 0.30 0.43 0.55 0.77 0.79 0.97 0.83 0.26 0.29



0.5 0.4 0.3 0.3 0.1 0.4 0.3 0.1 0.4 0.3 0.5 0.23 0.4 0.3 0.4 0.2 0.5 0.4 0.4 0.35 0.3 0.35 0.12 0.25



2.3 (2.0) 1.9 (2.0) 2.4 (2.0) 2.15 (2.0) 2.9 (2.0) 1.9 (2.0) 2.5 (2.0) 2.4 (2.0) 2.1 (2.5) 2.2 (2.5) 1.9 (2.5) 3.0 (2.5) 2.3 (2.0) 2.40 (2.0) 1.8 (2.0) 2.38 (2.0) 2.3 (2.1) 2.6 (2.1) 2.1 (2.1) 2.30 (2.1) 2.65 (2.1) 2.1 (2.1) 2.4 (2.0) 2.3 (2.0)



0.24 (0.25) 0.28 (0.25) 0.24 (0.25) 0.28 (0.25) 0.27 (0.25) 0.36 (0.4) 0.38 (0.4) 0.42 (0.4) 0.38 (0.4) 0.44 (0.4) 0.38 (0.4) 0.45 (0.4) 0.3 (0.25) 0.28 (0.25) 0.278 (0.25) 0.25 (0.25) 0.45 (0.73) 0.54 (0.73) 0.74 (0.73) 0.74 (0.73) 0.8 (0.73) 0.73 (0.73) 0.34 (0.25) 0.34 (0.25)



0.110 0.172 0.242 0.422 0.89 0.194 0.414 1.532 0.048 0.086 0.211 0.470 0.073 0.212 0.312 0.412 0.048 0.081 0.142 0.276 0.401 0.643 0.06 0.426



0.121 0.189 0.281 0.472 0.972 0.208 0.473 1.861 0.049 0.096 0.245 0.482 0.077 0.246 0.321 0.461 0.047 0.084 0.176 0.282 0.413 0.677 0.072 0.456



a The bracketed numbers indicate the experimental values; LHS is volume integral of energy dissipation rate (E) obtained from CFD and RHS in equation (22B).
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Table 6. Comparison between low Reynolds number k–E model predictions and the experimental observations. Energy balancea VL (m s1) Air–water 0.05



0.14



0.19



Air–ethanol 0.05



0.09



0.14



0.19



Air–CMC 0.1



a



E G



CL



sf



CB



tW (N m2)



(DPW)TP (N m2)



LHS



RHS



Material balance C0



C1 (m s1)



0.13 0.21 0.29 0.37 0.45 0.13 0.21 0.29 0.37 0.45 0.13 0.21 0.29 0.37 0.45 0.13 0.21 0.29 0.37 0.45



(0.13) (0.21) (0.29) (0.37) (0.45) (0.13) (0.21) (0.29) (0.37) (0.45) (0.13) (0.21) (0.29) (0.37) (0.45) (0.13) (0.21) (0.29) (0.37) (0.45)



0.176 (0.18) 0.23 (0.229) 0.273 (0.262) 0.308 (0.30) 0.354 (0.35) 0.171 (0.17) 0.204 (0.204) 0.261 (0.252) 0.280 (0.282) 0.338 (0.34) 0.160 (0.158) 0.182 (0.189) 0.234 (0.237) 0.278 (0.279) 0.339 (0.34) 0.139 (0.14) 0.184 (0.17) 0.231 (0.22) 0.251 (0.26) 0.315 (0.31)



0.55 0.64 0.66 0.70 0.75 0.54 0.61 0.66 0.69 0.71 0.56 0.62 0.64 0.67 0.70 0.56 0.60 0.63 0.66 0.69



0.41 0.42 0.45 0.48 0.48 0.35 0.38 0.40 0.47 0.49 0.40 0.44 0.45 0.48 0.49 0.32 0.42 0.43 0.44 0.50



25.6 20.0 16.0 14.5 14.0 24.5 20.0 19.5 17.5 10.8 26.5 19.0 18.5 10.5 9.8 30.4 28.5 25.0 18.0 10.5



0.25 0.21 0.17 0.20 0.21 0.23 0.22 0.26 0.12 0.10 0.26 0.12 0.10 0.12 0.11 0.20 0.17 0.10 0.11 0.12



6.6 8.6 10.5 14.5 18.4 5.4 8.0 9.7 12.3 16.4 4.2 4.5 7.3 10.4 11.6 4.1 4.5 6.8 8.4 8.6



210.78 418.07 659.15 801.65 916.61 117.42 429.54 573.05 612.19 752.69 142.28 160.06 317.90 400.15 444.61 161.78 211.85 304.30 462.23 874.38



0.45 0.75 1.23 1.69 2.02 0.39 0.87 1.26 1.61 1.88 0.36 0.71 1.04 1.28 1.48 0.32 0.74 0.95 1.04 1.14



0.47 0.65 1.01 1.23 1.98 0.40 0.83 0.95 1.43 1.13 0.30 0.68 1.10 1.23 1.35 0.310 0.732 0.943 0.958 1.034



1.42 1.38 1.58 1.57 1.68 1.36 1.75 1.68 1.54 1.62 1.27 1.54 1.41 1.65 1.53 1.41 1.61 1.47 1.50 1.54



(1.634) (1.634) (1.634) (1.634) (1.634) (1.634) (1.634) (1.634) (1.634) (1.634) (1.634) (1.634) (1.634) (1.634) (1.634) (1.634) (1.634) (1.634) (1.634) (1.634)



0.48 0.54 0.52 0.54 0.43 0.46 0.50 0.47 0.61 0.54 0.47 0.62 0.63 0.48 0.43 0.46 0.50 0.53 0.52 0.44



0.13 0.21 0.29 0.37 0.45 0.13 0.21 0.29 0.37 0.45 0.13 0.21 0.29 0.37 0.13 0.21 0.29 0.37 0.45



(0.13) (0.21) (0.29) (0.37) (0.45) (0.13) (0.21) (0.29) (0.37) (0.45) (0.13) (0.21) (0.29) (0.37) (0.13) (0.21) (0.29) (0.37) (0.45)



0.22 (0.22) 0.306 (0.30) 0.354 (0.36) 0.401 (0.40) 0.452 (0.45) 0.204 (0.202) 0.277 (0.278) 0.307 (0.308) 0.385 (0.38) 0.408 (0.4) 0.176 (0.17) 0.243 (0.24) 0.313 (0.31) 0.361 (0.36) 0.161 (0.16) 0.221 (0.22) 0.284 (0.28) 0.348 (0.34) 0.381 (0.38)



0.51 0.57 0.67 0.66 0.70 0.50 0.55 0.57 0.65 0.67 0.48 0.52 0.58 0.62 0.47 0.51 0.55 0.61 0.64



0.35 0.40 0.45 0.47 0.50 0.34 0.38 0.40 0.45 0.48 0.40 0.45 0.45 0.50 0.35 0.38 0.40 0.42 0.45



20.5 15.0 13.0 10.5 10.0 18.5 15.0 13.5 12.5 9.8 20.5 15.0 13.5 9.5 28.5 20.0 15.0 11.5 10.0



0.31 0.22 0.12 0.20 0.24 0.1 0.15 0.10 0.11 0.10 0.23 0.10 0.18 0.20 0.27 0.10 0.15 0.10 0.13



7.4 8.9 11.4 14.3 18.2 6.2 7.2 9.3 10.4 16.6 5.3 6.0 8.2 14.3 4.2 4.8 6.1 10.2 12.3



247.03 281.59 288.44 514.05 628.29 196.62 359.51 469.75 505.12 664.72 218.67 246.01 364.46 767.19 170.38 277.50 389.67 504.99 622.19



0.369 0.492 0.556 1.231 1.512 0.342 0.475 0.851 1.124 1.701 0.332 0.464 0.742 1.061 0.362 0.523 0.682 0.852 1.231



0.351 0.452 0.542 1.023 1.423 0.382 0.482 0.882 1.032 1.234 0.354 0.467 0.782 0.958 0.423 0.562 0.647 0.862 1.023



1.28 1.32 1.26 1.29 1.21 1.25 1.26 1.35 1.26 1.28 1.32 1.35 1.25 1.28 1.26 1.32 1.27 1.20 1.22



(1.25) (1.25) (1.25) (1.25) (1.25) (1.25) (1.25) (1.25) (1.25) (1.25) (1.25) (1.25) (1.25) (1.25) (1.25) (1.25) (1.25) (1.25) (1.25)



0.35 (0.40) 0.34 (0.40) 0.38 (0.40) 0.38 (0.40) 0.39 (0.40) 0.36 (0.40) 0.38 (0.40) 0.43 (0.40) 0.38 (0.40) 0.42 (0.40) 0.38 (0.40) 0.39 (0.40) 0.38 (0.40) 0.37 (0.40) 0.40 (0.40) 0.42 (0.40) 0.41 (0.40) 0.39 (0.40) 0.36 (0.40)



0.13 0.21 0.29 0.37



(0.13) (0.21) (0.29) (0.37)



0.131 0.177 0.214 0.238



0.75 0.83 0.86 0.95



0.45 0.48 0.50 0.50



30.1 24.2 20.4 18.4



0.40 0.33 0.47 0.50



9 11 14 18.6



766.28 971.74 987.69 1012.4



0.581 0.882 1.421 2.068



0.524 0.836 0.951 1.956



2.45 (2.08) 2.43 (2.08) 2.3 (2.08) 2.3 (2.08)



(0.13) (0.18) (0.21) (0.24)



The bracketed numbers indicate the experimental values; LHS is volume integral of energy dissipation rate (E) obtained from CFD and RHS is equation (22B).



0.43 0.45 0.48 0.51



(0.48) (0.48) (0.48) (0.48) (0.48) (0.48) (0.48) (0.48) (0.48) (0.48) (0.48) (0.48) (0.48) (0.48) (0.48) (0.48) (0.48) (0.48) (0.48) (0.48)



(0.52) (0.52) (0.52) (0.52)
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a



Verma (1989)



Lewis et al. (1982)



The bracketed numbers indicate the experimental values; LHS is volume integral of energy dissipation rate (E) obtained from CFD and RHS is equation (22B).



5423 5642 5694 5931 5714 6123 6403 6523 6800 5003 5432 6537 6820 4541 5150 5630 6033 5234 6023 6345 6432 6524 5120 5504 6123 6230 (0.34) (0.34) (0.34) (0.34) (0.25) (0.25) (0.25) (0.25) (0.25) (0.35) (0.35) (0.35) (0.35) 0.34 0.36 0.35 0.36 0.28 0.23 0.20 0.28 0.29 0.35 0.37 0.33 0.33 2.0 (2.0) 2.1 (2.0) 2.5 (2.0) 2.4 (2.0) 3.3 (3.45) 3.40 (3.45) 3.30 (3.45) 2.89 (3.45) 3.20 (3.45) 2.2 (2.0) 1.8 (2.0) 2.2 (2.0) 2.1 (2.0) Burkel (1974)



0.04 (0.04) 0.06 (0.06) 0.08 (0.08) 0.10 (0.1) 0.04 (0.04) 0.08 (0.08) 0.105 (0.105) 0.143 (0.143) 0.163 (0.163) 0.05 (0.05) 0.1 (0.1) 0.2 (0.2) 0.25 (0.25)



0.094 (0.095) 0.1123 (0.123) 0.142 (0.145) 0.165 (0.166) 0.099 (0.098) 0.158 (0.157) 0.176 (0.177) 0.189 (0.19) 0.195 (0.192) 0.108 (0.11) 0.187 (0.18) 0.25 (0.26) 0.289 (0.29)



0.450 0.462 0.481 0.495 0.280 0.321 0.332 0.345 0.345 0.395 0.421 0.482 0.492



0.085 0.102 0.142 0.251 0.186 0.362 0.552 0.78 0.985 0.120 0.370 0.852 1.125



0.098 0.112 0.162 0.261 0.208 0.372 0.582 0.88 1.13 0.110 0.360 0.842 1.023



C1 (m s1) C0 RHS LHS VS E G Author



VG (m s1)



Material balance Energy balancea



Table 7. Comparison between low Reynolds number k–E model predictions and experimental observations.



Experimental hw (W m2 K1)



Predicted hw (W m2 K1)



Parametric Sensitivity of C0 and C1 on Flow Pattern It has been emphasized earlier that the accurate prediction of VS for an unknown gas–liquid system is very difficult with the present status of knowledge. Therefore, we have recommended the measurements of C0 and C1 for a given system. This means that any gas–liquid system is a set of C0 and C1. In view of this, it was thought desirable to investigate the parametric sensitivity of C0 and C1 on the flow pattern. The results at the two levels of VG are given in Figure 1 and Table 3. It can be seen from Figure 1 that the circulation velocity increases with increase in C0 and C1. It has already been said earlier that any gas–liquid system has a characteristic set of C0 and C1. In fact, the basic differentiating parameter is the slip velocity (VS). As the slip velocity increases (and correspondingly C1 increases), the gas phase residence time and the average hold-up E G reduces. In fact, for a given percentage increase in VS, the percentage reduction in E G is known to be higher (for reasons explained later). In other words, the product E G VS always decreases with an increase in VS. Therefore, the energy received by the liquid phase [equation (22A)] increases and results in an increase in liquid circulation velocity. Under these conditions, the bubbles in the central region rise faster and in the annular region slower. This modification in bubble rise makes the hold-up profile steeper or the characteristic C0 higher. Thus, an increase in VS concomitantly means an increase in C1, C0, liquid circulation and a decrease in E G and E G VS .



Comparison of Flow Predictions with Experimental Data As a first step, it is important to establish the validity of the model for flow pattern. Comparison has been made with the experimental data of Hills (1974), Nottenkamper et al. (1983), Menzel et al. (1990), Yao et al. (1991), Yu and Kim (1991), Grienberger and Hoffman (1992). The experimental details of these cases are given in Table 4. It may be noted that practically all major experimental work published in the literature has been covered in Table 4. The predicted results are given in Table 5 and Figures 2–7. The agreement between the predicted and experimental profiles can be seen to be excellent. The agreement over the wide range of experimental data indicates the applicability of the model over a range of column diameter and gas velocity and experimental conditions. In view of the above-mentioned favourable comparison, it was thought desirable to extend the low Reynolds number model for the prediction of pressure drop and heat transfer in the bubble columns.



Pressure Drop Prediction For this purpose, experiments were performed in a 0.15 m i.d. bubble column. The experimental set-up is shown schematically in Figure 8. The frictional pressure drop and fractional gas hold-up were measured over a wide range of superficial gas (0.13–0.45 m s1) and liquid velocities (0.05–0.19 m s1). The total pressure drop [(DPW )T ] was
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Figure 1. Parametric sensitivity of C0 and C1 (A) VG ¼ 0.1 m s1; (B) VG ¼ 0.2 m s1 (1, C0 ¼ 1.6, C1 ¼ 0.25; 2, C0 ¼ 2.0, C1 ¼ 0.3; 3, C0 ¼ 2.4, C1 ¼ 0.4; 4, C0 ¼ 2.8, C1 ¼ 0.5).



Figure 2. Comparison between the low Reynolds number k–E model predictions and the experimental data of Hills (1974). For other details refer to Table 4. (A) Comparison of hold-up profiles. (B) Comparison of liquid velocity profiles (—, simulated).



Figure 3. Comparison between the low Reynolds number k–E model predictions and the experimental data for Nottenkamper et al. (1983). For other details refer to Table 4. (A) Comparison of hold-up profiles. (B) Comparison of liquid velocity profiles. (—, simulated).
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Figure 4. Comparison between the low Reynolds number k–E model predictions and the experimental data for Menzel et al. (1990). For other details refer to Table 4. (A) Comparison of hold-up profiles. (B) Comparison of liquid velocity profiles. (—, simulated).



Figure 5. Comparison between the low Reynolds number k–E model predictions and the experimental data of Yao et al. (1991). For other details refer to Table 4. (A) Comparison of hold-up profiles. (B) Comparison of liquid velocity profiles. (—, simulated).
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Figure 6. Comparison between the low Reynolds number k–E model predictions and the experimental data of Yu and Kim (1991). For other details refer Table 4. (A) Comparison of hold-up profiles. (B) Comparison of liquid velocity profiles. (—, simulated).



Figure 7. Comparison between the low Reynolds number k–E model predictions and the experimental data of Grienberger and Hofmann (1992). For other details refer to Table 4. (A) Comparison of hold-up profiles. (B) Comparison of liquid velocity profiles. (—, simulated).
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Figure 8. Schematic experimental set-up. 1, column; 2, disengagement section; 3, storage tank with cooling coil; 4, centrifugal pump; 5, rotameter; 6, sieve plate sparger; 7, pressure tap; 8, cesium-137 source; 9, scintillation detector; 10, amplifier and single channel analyser; 11, rate meter; 12, recorder; 13, computer.



measured by differential manometer and the frictional pressure drop was estimated using the following equation:   (DPW )TP ¼ DPW T  [EL rL g þ E G rG g]L (39) The fractional gas hold-up was measured using the gamma ray attenuation technique (Parasu Veera and Joshi, 1999). Table 6 gives the data sets for a wide range of superficial gas and liquid velocities. The values of drift-flux constants C0 and C1 were estimated and given in Table 6. The overall closure of drift-flux constants proved to be useful tool for this purpose as experimental radial profiles of liquid velocity and gas hold-up were not available for comparison. The internal liquid circulation is an integral part of the flow pattern in bubble columns, whereas it is absent in pipe flows. Further, turbulence intensities are



Figure 9. Effect of superficial liquid velocity on flow pattern in bubble column (VG ¼ 0.13 m s1). For other details refer to Table 6.



much higher in bubble columns reactors than compared with those in two-phase pipe flows. The principal reason for the differences is the range of the superficial liquid velocity VL. In a bubble column, as superficial liquid velocity is increased, the down-flow near the wall is reduced. When the superficial liquid velocity is higher than the internal circulation velocity, the downward flow is completely prevented and the system acts like two-phase pipe flow. Figure 9 shows this trend in predicted liquid velocity profiles. From the foregoing discussion, it can be seen that the level of turbulence strongly depends upon individual phase holdups. In order to confirm this, the phase hold-ups were changed by changing the physical properties of the system and the effect of the physical properties of the gas–liquid system was studied. For this purpose, air–aqueous ethanol (small chain aliphatic alcohol) solution (0.5% w=w) and air–aqueous CMC solution (0.66% w=w, pseudoplastic n ¼ 0.71, k ¼ 0.75) systems were considered (while estimating the apparent viscosity in the near wall region, corresponding values of shear rate were considered). As can be observed from the Table 6, the average hold-up increased for the air–ethanol system and decreased for the CMC solution. Figure 10 compares the effect of different gas–liquid systems on the flow pattern. It is known that the presence of small chain aliphatic alcohol reduces the average bubble size and the rise velocity as compared with air–water system (in the absence of alcohol). In contrast, the non-Newtonian nature of the liquid phase increases the coalescence, and consequently the values of dB and slip velocities are higher than those for the air–water system. The experimental values of E G , C0 and C1 are given in Table 6. It can be seen that, in the presence of small chain aliphatic alcohol, the value of slip velocity (C1 ¼ 0.40) is lower and the fractional gas holdup is higher than the corresponding values for the air–water
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compared with that of the air–water system (C0 ¼ 1.63). This means that the driving force for the liquid circulation is higher and results in relatively more intense liquid circulation. For the air–water system, an increase in VG increases the level of the turbulence and increases the pressure drop. However, an increase in VL decreases the power consumption per unit mass because some energy is used for increasing the potential energy of the liquid phase. Consequently, the level of turbulence decreases and the two-phase friction multiplier decreases. From the foregoing discussion, it can be seen that the two-phase pressure drop strongly depends upon the energy dissipated in the liquid motion. The fraction of input energy, which is dissipated in the liquid motion has been varied over a wide range, in order to confirm the relationship between energy dissipated and pressure drop [equation (34)]. Using equation (34), values of f2L were estimated and compared with experimental values. Figure 11 shows the predicted and experimental values of the two-phase friction multiplier. A fairly good agreement can be seen between experimental and predicted two-phase friction multiplier. Heat Transfer Prediction



Figure 10. Effect of liquid phase physical properties on the fractional gas hold-up and liquid phase velocity profile. (also refer to Table 6).



system (C1 ¼ 0.48). Further, the hold-up profile is flatter (C0 ¼ 1.25) than that in the air–water system (C0 ¼ 1.63). Therefore, the liquid circulation velocities are lower in the presence of alcohol. It can be seen from Table 6 that, in the case of aqueous solution of carboxyl methyl cellulose (CMC), the value of slip velocity (C1 ¼ 0.52) is higher and the fractional gas hold-up is lower than those for the air–water system. Further, the hold-up profile is steeper (C0 ¼ 2.08) as



The heat transfer process is completely governed by the flow pattern and thermal diffusivity (eddy diffusivity following Reynolds analogy), correct velocity profile and corresponding diffusivity should be expected to yield the correct heat transfer coefficient. Hence the velocity profiles and eddy diffusivity obtained by the low Reynolds number k–E model is expected to predict heat transfer coefficient. The knowledge of flow pattern (radial profiles of axial velocity, gas hold-up and nT ) was used for the analysis of heat transfer. For this purpose, equation (36) was solved using control volume technique of Patankar (1980). Since the heat transfer and the momentum equations present a set of coupled equations, the eddy viscosity and axial velocity profiles obtained from the flow were used for the solution of the thermal energy equation (36). The resulting temperature profile was used for the calculation of heat transfer coefficient for given constant heat flux q, using the equation: hW ¼



q DT



(40)



where DT is the temperature difference between the wall temperature and the immediate next point to the wall. The simulations have been carried out for the experimental data of Burkel (1974), Lewis et al. (1982), Verma (1989). The results are given in Table 7, and show excellent agreement between the CFD predictions and the experimental measurement. An attempt has been made to correlate the wall shear stress and wall heat transfer coefficient and has been shown in Figure 12. It is interesting to note from the figure that the wall heat transfer coefficient–wall shear stress relationship is the same single phase-pipe flow and for the bubble columns and can be given by the following equation: hW ¼ 3096(tW )0:48



(41)



CONCLUSIONS Figure 11. Parity plot for two-phase friction multiplier.



A two-dimensional low Reynolds number k–E model has been developed for the prediction of flow pattern in bubble
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u uG uL (uL  uG ) U* Uy0 v vB vG vL VA VC VG VL VS VSr VB1 We y yþ z



frictional energy dissipation rate for all the bubbles, W energy input rate, W energy output rate, W net energy input, W total energy dissipation in liquid phase, W functions in low Reynolds number model friction factor for single phase flows additional friction drag force on single bubble, N m3 frictional force in the axial direction per unit volume of dispersion, N m3 frictional force in the radial direction per unit volume of dispersion, N m3 lift force per unit volume of dispersion, N m3 radial virtual mass force per unit volume of dispersion, N m3 axial virtual mass force per unit volume of dispersion, N m3 Froude number acceleration due to gravitation, m s2 generation term height of column, m heat transfer coefficient, W m2 K1 height of gas dispersion, m turbulent kinetic energy, m2 s2 centreline turbulent kinetic energy, m2 s2 thermal conductivity of liquid, W m1 K1 length of pipe or column, m characteristic heater dimension, m number of bubbles Nusselt number interphase transfer of energy term pressure, N m2 Prandtl number turbulent Prandtl number extra pressure drop due to the presence of bubbles, N m2 frictional pressure drop for single-phase flows calculated by superficial liquid velocity, N m2 total pressure drop for two-phase flows, N m2 frictional pressure drop for two-phase flows, N m2 frictional pressure drop for single-phase flows calculated at true velocity, N m2 heat flux, W m2 radial distance, m Reynolds number turbulent Reynolds number, k2 n1 E1 turbulent Reynolds number based on y, yk1=2n1 source term in the governing equation Stanton number time, s temperature difference between wall temperature and the temperature at the next point,  C axial velocity component, m s1 axial gas velocity, m s1 axial liquid velocity, m s1 average slip velocity, m s1 friction velocity, m s1 transverse component of turbulence intensity, m s1 radial velocity component, m s1 volume of a bubble radial gas velocity, m s1 radial liquid velocity, m s1 axial liquid circulation velocity, m s1 average liquid circulation velocity, m s1 superficial gas velocity, m s1 superficial liquid velocity, m s1 axial slip velocity between gas and liquid, m s1 radial slip velocity between gas and liquid, m s1 terminal rise velocity, m s1 Weber number normal distance from the wall, Rp 7ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ r, m dimensionless wall distance; y=n ð 2=3k0 Þ axial distance along the column, m



Greek symbols GK a



mK þ mt,K=sf molecular thermal diffusivity, m2 s1



FDR FLR FVR FVZ



Figure 12. Variation of shear stress (tw) and heat transfer coefficient (hw).



columns. Specific attention has been given to the modeling of momentum transfer near the wall. A stepwise procedure has been developed for the prediction of radial profiles of hold-up and axial liquid phase velocity. The present procedure needs very little information in terms of average hold up and the drift-flux constants. Excellent agreement between predicted and experimental profiles of hold-up and velocity was observed for a wide range of column diameter 0.138 < D < 0.6 m, column height 1.37 < HD < 4.5 m and superficial gas velocity (0.01 < VG < 0.45 m s1). These data have been reported in different laboratories by Hills (1974), Nottenkamper et al. (1983), Menzel et al. (1990), Yao et al. (1991), Yu and Kim (1991) and Grienberger and Hofmann (1992). The model was also successfully applied to three different gas–liquid systems, including air–water, air–ethanol solution and air–CMC solution. The near wall flow model was extended for prediction of pressure drop and heat transfer in the bubble column reactor. Good agreement was observed between the predicted and the experimental values of two-phase friction multiplier over a wide range of superficial gas velocity (0.13–0.45 m s1) and superficial liquid velocity (0.05–0.19 m s1). Excellent agreement has been found between the experimental values of heat transfer coefficient and the CFD predictions. NOMENCLATURE air–alcohol air–CMC CMC CFD CB CD C0, C1 CE1, CE2, Cm CL CP CV dB D eD E EB



air–aqueous solution of ethanol air–aqueous solution of carboxymethyl cellulose carboxy methyl cellulose computational fluid dynamics interface energy transfer factor drag coefficient, kg m3 s1 drift-flux constant constant in turbulence models lift force coefficient specific heat capacity of liquid, J kg1 K1 virtual mass force coefficient bubble diameter, m diameter of the column, m frictional energy dissipation rate for a single bubble, W term in low Reynolds number model fraction of the bubble generated turbulent kinetic energy taking part in transport phenomena, W



Fr g G h hW HD k k0 kL L LC N Nu PB p Pr Prt (DPw)AT (DPw)SP (DPw)T (DPw)TP (DPw )SP q r Re RT Ry Sf,k St t DT
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sk tw



thickness of thin layer near the wall, m turbulent kinetic energy dissipation rate, m2 s3 volume fraction fractional liquid hold-up at any radial location gas hold up at any radial location average fractional gas hold up average fractional liquid hold up a time averaged variable two-phase friction multiplier molecular viscosity of phase K, Pa s turbulent viscosity of phase K, Pa s molecular kinematic viscosity of liquid, m2 s1 turbulent kinematic viscosity of liquid, m2 s1 density, kg m3 density of gas, kg m3 density of liquid, kg m3 surface tension of liquid, N m turbulent Prandtl number for momentum transfer turbulent Prandtl number for kinetic energy dissipation rate turbulent Prandtl number for bubble motion or dispersion number turbulent Prandtl number for turbulent kinetic energy wall shear stress, N m2



Subscripts G K L



gas phase phase, K ¼ G, gas phase, L, liquid phase liquid phase



sf
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